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ABSTRACT
The foundations of the Universe Expansion theory were formulated close to a
century ago through the General Relativity theory and the FLRW metric. Since early
thirties, the Tolman surface brightness test was proposed to differentiate between static
and expanding universes. According to this test, the surface brightness of astronomical
sources should decrease with redshift as (1 + z)−4. Recently, Cosmic Lensing (CL)
paradigm was presented. CL demonstrates that the inverse square law is still applicable
with the FLRW geometry to compute the flux. Based on the FLRW inverse square
law, Cosmic Lensing predicts a different behaviour for the surface brightness on an
expanding universe decreasing as (1+z)−2 rather than (1+z)−4 . In this paper, galaxy
samples of two different surveys, SDSS and VIPERS, were submitted to the Tolman
surface brightness test. The surface brightness µ was derived from the spectroscopic
measurements in both cases. By averaging the surface brightness in redshift bins,
an estimation of µ(z) was obtained. µ(z) behaves close to CL predictions in a large
redshift range about 0.47 < z < 0.8 for a uniform sample of bulge-shape galaxies, with
small fluctuations mainly due to passive evolution. On the contrary, surface brightness
transits far from the Standard Model prediction in the same redshift range, being this
behaviour inexplicable neither by galaxy spectral evolution nor by galaxy merging,
and hence, pointing to a fault of the model.
Key words: cosmological parameters, dark energy, dark matter, distance scale, ob-
servation, theory – cosmology: large-scale structure of Universe.
1 INTRODUCTION
The last hundred years have provided a great impulse to-
wards the knowledge of the history and fate of the Universe.
The field equations of general relativity formulated by Ein-
stein (1915) on one hand, the Friedmann (1922), Lemaˆıtre
(1927, 1931), Robertson (1933) and Walker (1937) (FLRW)
model on the other, along with several cosmological dis-
tances defined from luminosity and angles subtended by
objects, constitute the basis of the Standard Model. The
matching between theoretical predictions and observational
data provides information about the different components
of the Universe (i.e. curvature, radiation, matter and dark
energy).
Since the discovery of the Universe expansion by Hubble
(1929), many astronomical surveys have been performed to
determine the evolution of the Universe. Different test have
been proposed to confront expansion against other theories
as the tired light (Zwicky (1929)). The most conclusive test
? E-mail:juan.vicente@ciemat.es
is the time dilation of Type Ia supernovae light curves that
was suggested by Wilson (1939) and verified by Leibundgut
et al. (1996) and Goldhaber et al. (2001). Another relevant
test was proposed by Tolman in 1934 which predicts a sur-
face brightness dropping as ∼ (1 + z)−4 with redshift z for
an expanding Universe. The values obtained for the expo-
nent n in different data analysis (Hoyle & Sandage (1956),
Sandage (1961), Petrosian (1976), Meier (1976), Sandage &
Perelmuter (1991), Pahre et al. (1996), Lubin & Sandage
(2001),Sandage (2010)) differ from the predicted value of
n = −4 and thus it is assumed the existence of a non negli-
gible galaxy evolution effect.
Regarding the rate of expansion, the goal during the
eighties and well into the nineties was to measure the Hubble
constant and the deceleration parameter for a Cold Dark
Matter (CDM) Universe model (Peebles (1982), Bond et al.
(1982), Blumenthal et al. (1982), Blumenthal et al. (1984)).
Surprisingly, in 1998 two independent groups (Riess et al.
(1998), Perlmutter et al. (1999)) discovered the accelerated
expansion of the Universe, compatible with a solution of
Einstein’s field equations based on the cosmological constant
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Λ. A new component of the Universe – dark energy – is
assumed as responsible of the accelerated expansion and the
model is currently known as ΛCDM or Standard Model of
cosmology.
Recently, “Cosmic Lensing (I) - A new paradigm for
Universe expansion interpretation” was submitted to publi-
cation (De Vicente-Albendea (2020)). Cosmic Lensing (CL)
predicts a new luminosity-angular distance relation DL =
DA(1+z) unlike DL = DA(1+z)
2 assumed by the Standard
Model. In the same sense, the Tolman surface brightness-
redshift relation changes from µ ∼ (1+z)−4 to µ ∼ (1+z)−2.
These new relations affect deeply to cosmology. The relative
content between radiation, curvature, matter and dark en-
ergy of the Universe would change.
In this paper, the mean surface brightness of galaxy
samples from SDSS (Blanton et al. (2017)) and VIPERS
(Guzzo et al. (2014)) surveys have been computed from spec-
tra. This amount allows one to submit Standard Model and
Cosmic lensing paradigms to the Tolman’s surface bright-
ness test. Relevant conclusions are extracted from this com-
parison.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section
2 introduces some basic elements of the Standard Model of
cosmology. In Section 3 the new relations between cosmo-
logical distances based on the Cosmic Lensing paradigm are
presented. Section 4 describes the surface brightness mea-
surement from the spectra, and its comparison within the
values predicted by the Standard Model and Cosmic Lensing
paradigms. The conclusions are presented in Section 5.
2 STANDARD MODEL OF COSMOLOGY
The Stardard Model of cosmology compiles the current
knowledge related to the begining, evolution and fate of the
Universe. The model is based on the Friedmann-Lemaitre-
Robertson-Walker (FLRW) metric Eq. 1, which is a solution
of Einstein’s field equation of General Relativity describing
a homogeneous and isotropic expanding Universe,
−c2dτ2 = −c2dt2 + a(t)2[ dr
2
1− kr2 + r
2dΩ2] (1)
where k describes the curvature and a(t) is the scale factor
responsible of the Universe expansion.
Along with the main equations of cosmology there are
several distances defined to link the theory with the obser-
vational data. Let us to reproduce here a brief summary
of the distances and its relation with cosmological models
described by relative densities ΩM , Ωr, ΩΛ, Ωk for matter,
radiation, cosmological constant and curvature respectively
(Hogg (1999)).
Let E(z) be the function defined as:
E(z) =
√
ΩK(1 + z)2 + ΩΛ + ΩM (1 + z)3 + Ωr(1 + z)4 (2)
The Line of sight Comoving Distance DC is defined by
DC(Ωi) = DH
∫ z
0
dz′
E(z′)
(3)
where Ωi remarks the dependence from relative densities
and where
DH = c/H0 = 3000h
−1Mpc (4)
is the Hubble distance.
The Transverse Comoving Distance DM is defined by
DM (Ωi) =

DH
1√
Ωk
sinh[
√
ΩkDC/DH ] for Ωk > 0
Dc for Ωk = 0
DH
1√
|Ωk‖
sin[
√|Ωk‖DC/DH ] for Ωk < 0
 (5)
On the other hand, the Luminosity Distance defines the
relation between the bolometric flux energy f received at
earth from an object to its bolometric luminosity L by means
of
f =
L
4piD2L
(6)
being
DL = DM (1 + z) (Standard Model) (7)
Eq. 7 provides the link between a measurable amount
DL and the densities of the components of the Universe
(ΩM ,Ωr,ΩΛ,Ωk).
The Angular Diameter Distance DA is defined as the
ratio between the size of the object S and its angular size θ
DA =
S
θ
(8)
The Angular Diameter Distance is related to the transverse
comoving distance by
DM = DA(1 + z) (9)
and taking into account Eq. 7 we have
DL = DA(1 + z)
2 (Standard Model) (10)
Finally the surface brightness (µ) is given by
µ = lS(1 + z)
−4 (Standard Model) (11)
where lS is the luminosity of the source per area unit and
time unit. Note that µ only depends on the redshift when
lS is constant.
Finding lS in Eq. 11 one has
lS = µ(1 + z)
4 (Standard Model) (12)
3 COSMIC LENSING
Cosmic Lensing is a new paradigm for Universe expansion
interpretation. It is common in many fields of physics the
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euclidean inverse-square law, e.g. the flux decreases as the
inverse of square of the distance between the source and the
observer. Although the euclidean geometry is not applica-
ble to describe the Universe, De Vicente-Albendea (2020)
demonstrates that the inverse-square law is still applicable
within the FLRW geometry. Then, the relation between the
different cosmological distances can be rewritten within the
Cosmic Lensing paradigm as
DL = DM (Cosmic Lensing) (13)
DL = DA(1 + z) (Cosmic Lensing) (14)
and the flux as
f =
L
4piD2L
=
L
4piD2M
(15)
In the same way, the flux focusing also affects to surface
brightness (µ) that is transformed from Eq. 11 to
µ = lS(1 + z)
−2 (Cosmic Lensing) (16)
where lS is the luminosity of the source per area and time
units.
Finding lS in Eq. 16 one obtains
lS = µ(1 + z)
2 (Cosmic Lensing) (17)
4 SURFACE BRIGHTNESS: STANDARD
MODEL VS COSMIC LENSING
Few years after the discovery of the Universe expansion, Tol-
man proposed the surface brightness (µ) test to differentiate
between a static and expanding Universe. According to his
prediction, the surface brightness should decrease as Eq. 11
for an expanding Universe. This relation is assumed nowa-
days by the Standard Model. In a recent work, the Cosmic
Lensing paradigm was presented predicting a new surface
brightness relation in an expanding Universe following Eq.
16. In this section, the surface brightness of different galaxy
samples is computed. The comparison of the measured sur-
face brightness µ with the predictions of both paradigms,
Standard Model and Cosmic Lensing, provides constraints
to galaxy evolution. The feasibilility of such galaxy evolution
can be then analysed.
4.1 Measuring the surface brightness from spectra
Let fλ be the observed spectrum (i.e. the flux density mea-
sured in erg/cm2/s/A˚) of a galaxy. Since the spectrum is
taken with a constant fiber aperture, it can be converted to
mean surface brightness (µ) by dividing by the aperture. In
what follows, let us to equate fλ to µλ by introducing (in
the spectrum units) a constant β representing the aperture
normalization to arcsec−2. On the other hand, let z be the
measured galaxy redshift. The surface brightness within a
band b would be given by
µ =
∫
b
fλdλ (18)
To compare the surface brightness of galaxies along dif-
ferent redshifts, we have to blue-shift spectra (fλ) to the
common rest-frame emission band. The rest-frame spectrum
fλ′ for each galaxy can be obtained by applying the equa-
tions
λ = (1 + z)λ′ (19)
dλ = (1 + z)dλ′ (20)
and since
fλdλ = (1 + z)fλdλ
′ (21)
then
fλ′ = (1 + z)fλ (22)
Eq. 19 and Eq. 22 allows one to obtain the rest-frame
spectra in a common emission selected band.
To prevent the surface brightness-redshift relationship
µ(z) from the effects of galaxy evolution, one needs to find a
source with constant luminosity along a large redshift period
(i.e. a standard candle). The best known standard candle
are supernovae Type Ia since they provide a very uniform
luminosity. Though they have been used extensively in the
last decades, the technique is complex and there are some
complications in their measurements associated to eventu-
ality and other issues as is related in Riess et al. (1998) and
Perlmutter et al. (1999).
In the same sense, Luminous Red Galaxies (LRGs) con-
stitutes a very uniform and homogeneous set of galaxies that
provides high luminosity up to redshift of cosmological in-
terest. Though LRGs are not recognized standard candles,
the study of the surface brightness on this sample allows
one to constrain the galaxy evolution within the Standard
Model and Cosmic Lensing paradigms.
4.2 Surface brightness on SDSS
The SDSS DR15 (Aguado et al. (2019)) is a very complete
survey that provides simultaneously spectrum and image
measurements for about a million of galaxies. For cosmo-
logical studies on SDSS sample, one is interested on galax-
ies composed uniquely by bulge (mostly LRGs) since they
represent a very luminous and homogeneous sample com-
posed of very stable stars and hence foreseeable low mean
evolution. It was started with an initial catalog obtained
by joining spectrum and photometric samples (∼ 900.000
galaxies). From this sample it was selected a subcatalog by
setting fracDeV selection parameter equal to one, which ac-
count for exclusive De Vaucouleurs profile and hence bulge-
shape galaxies (∼ 127.000 galaxies).
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Figure 1. (a) Rest frame flux density (left) (b) Rest frame flux density resampled in wavelength and averaged by redshifts bins (right)
4.2.1 Surface brightness-redshift relation
Let one to apply Eq. 19 and Eq. 22 to obtain the rest-frame
spectrum on bulge-SDSS sample. After shifting the sample
to rest frame, all galaxy spectra become aligned (Fig. 1 left).
Such alignment can be better visualized by histograming
spectra in wavelength axis and averaging in redshift bins
(Fig. 1 right). The surface brightness µ can be obtained
by integrating the spectra in a common rest-frame emission
band. The SDSS spectrum of galaxies was taken between
(3650− 10400)A˚. The secure integration interval should not
be larger than λmax/(1 + zmax)) to ensure that all rest-
frame spectra have valid measured data. Thus, it has been
selected a conservative wavelength integration interval b′ =
(3940−5200)A˚ that meets the above restriction and includes
some characteristic LRG features as the 4000A˚ break and
the absortion lines between 5160A˚ and 5200A˚ corresponding
to low evolution stars. Then, the surface brightness µ in this
band can be obtained by
µ =
∫
b(z)
fλdλ =
∫
b′
f ′λdλ
′ =
∫ 5200
3940
f ′λdλ
′ (23)
Averaging µ in redshift bins one obtains µ(z) (Fig. 2).
In this plot it was also represented the surface brightness
prediction for Standard Model (Eq. 11) and for Cosmic
Lensing (Eq. 16) paradigms assuming in both cases a con-
stant value of lS . The difference between a prediction and
µ(z) would correspond to lS variation and hence galaxy evo-
lution. Four samples are considered depending on bulge-
disk relation provided by fracDeV parameter: disk-SDSS
(fracDeV = 0), disk-bulge-SDSS (0.4 < fracDeV < 0.6),
SSDS (complete sample) and bulge-SDSS (fracDeV = 1).
The shadow shows the galaxy dispersion in each sample. In
all the cases there is a notable divergent behaviour of µ for
z < 0.47 and z > 0.47. Let one to focus by now on z > 0.47.
The case of major interest is the bulge-SDSS (down-right)
that corresponds the most uniform sample where start for-
mation is small (the other samples are shown for reference).
In this case, µ(z) is very close to Cosmic Lensing predic-
tion and far from Standard Model one. As we see below in
Section 4.2.3, the closeness to Cosmic Lensing prediction
indicates low passive evolution of bulge-SDSS as expected.
4.2.2 bulge-SDSS dry mergers
Nevertheless, low passive evolution of bulge-SDSS in the
emission wavelength band studied (3960A˚ − 5200A˚) does
not explain the large large break observed in Fig. 2 (down-
right) for z < 0.47. Thus, we need an explanation different
from spectral evolution for this break. Fig 3 shows the lu-
minosity per surface unit lS for Cosmic Lensing (Eq. 25)
vs the number of galaxies per redshift bin N(z). In the plot
corresponding to bulge-SDSS (down-right), one can see that
increments in the luminosity slope corresponds to drops in
N(z). Although N(z) depends on many factors including the
spectroscopic selection function, it seems very probable that
the increase in luminosity slope of bulge-SDSS be due to dry
mergers (i.e. gas-poor galaxies merging with low star forma-
tion but significative stellar mass growth (Bell et al. (2006)).
More clues about dry merging are given below. The other
plots of Fig 3 are shown for reference.
4.2.3 Luminosity per area unit
Another evidence of the reality of Cosmic Lensing and the
unfeasibility of Standard Model surface brightness predic-
tion becomes patent by the luminosity per surface area lS .
This amount is not an observable but can be derived from
the spectrum of galaxies for both paradigms. Let one con-
sider fλ ' µλ (see subsection 4.1). Substituting in Eq. 11
and Eq. 16 one obtains
lS(λ) ' fλ(1 + z)4 (Standard Model) (24)
lS(λ) ' fλ(1 + z)2 (Cosmic Lensing) (25)
Fig. 4 shows the mean luminosity lS(λ) of bulge-SDSS
sample for different redshifts bins within the Cosmic Lens-
ing (left) and Standard Model (right) paradigms. Left figure
shows basically the luminosity evolving in a narrow band for
all redshift bins, except for the lowest redshift bin where the
mean luminosity grows. Note how this last growth maintains
the spectrum shape, which is a clear clue of the merging of
similar galaxies (i.e. dry merging of bulge-SDSS galaxies).
On the contrary, for Standard Model luminosity drops from
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Figure 2. Surface brightness (µ) in 3600A˚ − 5700A˚ emission wavelength bands for Standard Model vs Cosmic Lensing: (a) disk-SDSS
(fracDeV=0) (top left) (b) bulge-disk (0.4 < fracDeV < 0.6) (top right) (c) SDSS (down left) (d) bulge-SDSS (fracDeV=1) (down
right). Note how µ approximates to Cosmic Lensing prediction with the uniformity of the sample for z > 0.47
Figure 3. Relation between the number of galaxies N(z) and the luminosity per surface unit (lS) in Cosmic Lensing: (a) disk-SDSS
(fracDeV=0) (top left) (b) bulge-disk (0.4 < fracDeV < 0.6) (top right) (c) SDSS (down left) (d) bulge-SDSS (fracDeV=1) (down
right). Dry mergers on bulge-SDSS sample for z¡0.5. Note the correlation between luminosity per surface unit growth and drop in the
number density of galaxies.
z=0.86 to z=0.45 and then grows. While the growth could
be explained by dry merging, the previous parallel decay of
the luminosity in all wavelengths discard the galaxy spectral
evolution, pointing to some unknown factor of cosmological
origin, i.e. the fault of the Standard Model to explain the
observations.
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Figure 4. Luminosity per surface unit lS for bulge-SDSS sample: Cosmic Lensing (left) vs Standard Model (right). While lS behaviour
for Cosmic Lensing can be explained by minor galaxy spectral evolution and dry mergers at the last bin, the parallel drop of lS for
Standard Model from z=0.85 to z=0.45 seems unfeasible by common evolution mechanism.
4.3 Surface brightness on VIPERS
The VIMOS Public Extragalactic Redshift Survey
(VIPERS) was conceived to study the large-scale dis-
tribution and evolution of galaxies at 0.5 < z < 1.2. In this
paper we focus on W1 field of VIPERS PDR-2 (Scodeg-
gio et al. (2018)) that provides spectrum and redshift
measurements for about ∼ 60.000 galaxies to iAB < 22.5.
4.3.1 µ(z)-redshift relation
The spectra were measured at the band b = (5500−9500)A˚.
Since our selected rest-frame band is b0 = (3960 − 5200)A˚,
the minimum and maximum redshifts with valid data at this
band are
zmin =
5500
3960
− 1 = 0.39 (26)
and
zmax =
9500
5200
− 1 = 0.83 (27)
Fig. 5 shows the surface brightness µ of the VIPERS
sample as a function of redshift. Note that within small fluc-
tuations due to possible mergers and residual spectral evo-
lution, µ(z) follows the prediction of Cosmic Lensing for
z > 0.6. On the contrary, as occurs with SDSS samples,
VIPERS µ(z) transits far from surface brightness Standard
Model prediction.
4.3.2 Final remarks
The surface brightness test provided in this section clearly
support Cosmic Lensing paradigm over the current Stan-
dard Model surface brightness prediction. The key of this
result is Eq. 22. It can be verified that if one confuses the
apostrophes in Eq. 22 assuming the equality in Eq. 28, the
performed surface brightness test would support the mis-
leading Standard Model surface brightness prediction. Op-
erating in this way is equivalent to applying k-corrections
for photometric methods in opposite way.
Figure 5. Standard Model vs Cosmic Lensing: Surface Brigthness
(µ) in common rest-frame emission wavelength band 3960A˚ −
5200A˚ for VIPERS sample. Note how µ(z) evolves close to Cosmic
Lensing prediction for z > 0.6.
fλ 6= fλ′(1 + z) (28)
5 CONCLUSIONS
Early after the discovery of the Universe expansion, Tolman
proposed a surface brightness test as a mean to differenti-
ate an expanding from a non-expanding universe. The test
predicts the relation µ ∼ (1 + z)−4 for an expanding uni-
verse, which is assumed by the current Standard Model. Re-
cently, Cosmic Lensing –a novel cosmological paradigm– was
presented providing a new assessment of the flux received
from cosmological sources. Consequently, Cosmic Lensing
predicts a different behaviour of the evolution of the surface
brightness with redshift for an expanding universe given by
µ ∼ (1 + z)−2.
In this paper, empirical evidences of the reality of
the Cosmic Lensing paradigm are presented. The surface
brightness-redshift relation has been derived and analysed
from the public DR15 SDSS and PDR-2 VIPERS spectro-
scopic data releases. The results clearly support the Cosmic
Lensing surface brightness predictions against the expected
by the Standard Model.
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Based on these results, a deep revision of cosmology
should be performed within the Cosmic Lensing paradigm.
The Hubble constant and the assumed dark components of
the Universe (i.e. dark matter, dark energy) have to be re-
assessed.
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